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Description

BACKGROUND

Field

[0001] The following description relates generally to
wireless communications, and more specifically to ena-
bling femtocell functionality in a wireless communications
environment.

Background

[0002] Wireless communication systems are widely
deployed to provide various types of communication
(e.g., voice, data, multimedia services, etc.) to multiple
users. As the demand for high-rate and multimedia data
services rapidly grows, there lies a challenge to imple-
ment efficient and robust communication systems with
enhanced performance.
[0003] Recently, users have started to replace fixed
line communications with mobile communications and
have increasingly demanded great voice quality, reliable
service, and low prices.
[0004] In addition to mobile phone networks currently
in place, a new class of small base stations has emerged,
which may be installed in a user’s home and provide in-
door wireless coverage to mobile units using existing
broadband Internet connections. Such personal minia-
ture base stations are generally known as access point
base stations, or, alternatively, Home Node B (HNB) or
femtocells. Typically, such miniature base stations are
connected to the Internet and the mobile operator’s net-
work via DSL router or cable modem.
[0005] Even a communication between a geographi-
cally proximate calling mobile unit and destination mobile
unit is sent from the calling mobile unit to a base station.
The communication is sent over a backhaul before it is
directed back to the same base station to transmit to the
destination mobile.
[0006] Some standards and protocols have been de-
veloped for applications, such as peer-to-peer services
for mobile terminals. However, these standards and pro-
tocols do not address legacy terminals. In other words,
they require new mobile terminals to make use of new
standards.
[0007] The document US 2005/286476 A1 (Crosswy
William C [US] et al); 29 December 2005; titled "Portable
computing device for wireless communications and
method of operation". The document discloses a portable
computing device for wireless communications compris-
ing a first network interface for communicating with a pub-
lic wireless wide area network (WWAN), a second net-
work interface for communicating with a private wireless
local area network (WLAN), and a processor executing
under control of software instructions, the software in-
structions defining a gateway protocol, the gateway pro-
tocol establishing the portable computing device as an

access point within the private WLAN after the wireless
presence on the public WWAN is established.
[0008] The document WO 2008/004102 A (Nortel Net-
works Ltd [CA]; Zhang Hang [CA] et al); 10 January 2008;
titled "Wireless Access Point Security for Multi-Hop Net-
works". The document discloses that security in wireless
communication networks that employ relay stations to
facilitate communications between base stations and
mobile stations is enhanced. In one embodiment, re-
source information provided to one or more relay stations
from a base station or another relay station is encrypted
prior to being delivered to the one or more relay stations.
Only authorized relay stations are allocated an appropri-
ate key necessary to decrypt the resource information.
As such, only appropriate relay stations are able to ac-
cess and use the resource information to effect commu-
nications directly or indirectly between the base stations
and the mobile stations. In certain embodiments, the re-
source information is delivered between the various base
and relay stations using either unicast or multicast deliv-
ery techniques.
[0009] The document US 2002/077151 A1 (Matthews
Gary [US] et al); 20 June 2002; titled "Polymorphic cel-
lular network architecture". The document discloses a
nanoCell base station for providing radio connectivity
among one or more mobile stations, one or more base
transceiver stations or one or more other nanoCell base
stations. The nanoCell base station of the present inven-
tion has one or more transceivers. One of the  transceiv-
ers provides a base station function, and one of the trans-
ceivers provides a mobile station function. A controller is
present for managing the transceivers, and determining
the communications connectivity paths between base
station and mobile station functions.
[0010] The document WO 2008/030956 A (Mate Amit
[US] et al); 13 March 2008; titled "Configuring Preferred
User Zone Lists for Private Access Points for Wireless
Networking". The document discloses that information is
received identifying a geographic location of an access
point in a radio access network. Access information is
assigned and communicated to the access point, and the
access information and the geographic location informa-
tion is communicated to an access terminal. The access
terminal identifies the access point as a preferred access
point, including its geographic location. The access ter-
minal receives information identifying its own geographic
location, and when the access terminal is near the access
point, the access point is used to access the network.
The access point receives information identifying its ge-
ographic location and communicates the geographic lo-
cation information to a configuration server. The access
point receives access information from the configuration
server and provides access terminals access to the net-
work using the access information.

SUMMARY

[0011] The invention is defined in independent claims
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1, 14 and 15. The following presents a simplified sum-
mary of one or more exemplary aspects in order to pro-
vide a basic understanding of such aspects. This sum-
mary is not an extensive overview of all contemplated
examplary aspects, and is intended to neither identify
key or critical elements of all exemplary aspects not de-
lineate the scope of any or all exemplary aspects. Its sole
purpose is to present some concepts of one or more ex-
emplary aspects in a simplified form as a prelude to the
more detailed description that is presented later.
In an exemplary aspect, a method for creating a local
mobile network includes transmitting a pilot and common
overhead channels from a first mobile device having a
mobile station modem (MSM) and a cell site modem
(CSM). The method further includes establishing a first
communication link including at least one of transmitting
forward link communication to a second mobile device
and receiving a reverse link communication from the sec-
ond mobile device via the first communication link.
[0012] In another exemplary aspect, a wireless com-
munication apparatus includes means for transmitting a
pilot and common overhead channels from a first mobile
device having a mobile station modem (MSM) and a cell
site modem (CSM). The wireless communication appa-
ratus further includes means for establishing a commu-
nication link including at least one of transmitting com-
munication on a forward link to a second mobile device
and receiving communication on a reverse link from the
second mobile device.
In another exemplary aspect, a wireless communication
apparatus includes a transmitter for transmitting a pilot
and common overhead channels from a first mobile de-
vice having a mobile station modem (MSM) and a cell
site modem (CSM). The wireless  communication appa-
ratus further includes the transmitter being configured to
establish a communication link including at least one of
transmitting forward link communication to a second mo-
bile device and receiving reverse link communication
from the second mobile device.
[0013] In another exemplary aspect, a computer pro-
gram product comprises a computer-readable medium
that includes a first set of codes for causing the computer
to transmit a pilot and common overhead channels from
a first mobile device having a mobile station modem
(MSM) and a cell site modem (CSM). The computer-
readable medium further includes a third set of codes for
causing the computer establish a communication link in-
cluding at least one of transmitting communication on a
forward link to a second mobile device and receiving com-
munication on a reverse link from the second mobile de-
vice.
[0014] In another exemplary aspect, at least one proc-
essor configured to create a local mobile network in-
cludes a first module for transmitting a pilot and common
overhead channels from a first mobile device having a
mobile station modem (MSM) and a cell site modem
(CSM). The at least one processor further includes a sec-
ond module for accepting at least one registration request

from a second mobile device in response to the pilot and
common overhead channels. The at least one processor
further includes a third module for transmitting commu-
nication on a forward link to the second mobile device.
[0015] In another exemplary aspect, a method for en-
abling femtocell functionality includes receiving an orig-
ination message from a first device for communication
with a second device. The method further includes de-
termining if the first device and the second device are
geographically proximate. The method further includes
determining if a femto enabled device is geographically
proximate to the first and second device. The method
further includes performing a handoff for the first device
to the femto enabled device, if the first device, second
device, and femto enabled device are geographically
proximate.
[0016] In another exemplary aspect, a wireless com-
munication apparatus includes a receiver for receiving
an origination request from a first device for communica-
tion with a second device. The wireless communication
apparatus further includes a processor for determining if
the first device and the second device are geographically
proximate and if a femto enabled device is geographically
proximate to the first and second device. The  wireless
communication apparatus further includes a transmitter
for performing a handoff for the first device to the femto
enabled device, if the first device, second device, and
femto enabled device are geographically proximate.
[0017] In another exemplary aspect, a method for en-
abling communication through a femto enabled device,
includes receiving communication from a Radio Access
Network (RAN) regarding an origination from a first de-
vice for communication with a second device. The meth-
od further includes setting up communication between
the first and second device based on the communication
from the RAN.
[0018] In another exemplary aspect, a mobile commu-
nication apparatus includes a receiver for receiving wire-
less communications on a forward link from a Radio Ac-
cess Network (RAN) and on a reverse link from at least
one mobile communication apparatus. The mobile com-
munication apparatus further includes a transmitter for
transmitting wireless information on a reverse link to the
RAN and on a forward link to the at least one mobile
communication apparatus.
[0019] In another exemplary aspect, a wireless com-
munications apparatus that enables femtocell function-
ality includes means for receiving an origination message
from a first device for communication with a second de-
vice. The wireless communications apparatus further in-
cludes means for determining if the first device and the
second device are geographically proximate. The wire-
less communication apparatus further includes means
for determining if a femto enabled device is geographi-
cally proximate to the first and second device. The wire-
less communication apparatus further includes means
for performing a handoff for the first device to the femto
enabled device, if the first device, second device, and
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femto enabled device are geographically proximate.
[0020] In another exemplary aspect, a wireless com-
munications apparatus includes means for transmitting
wireless femtocell communication. The wireless commu-
nications apparatus further includes means receiving
communication from an RAN regarding an origination
from a first device for communication with a second de-
vice. The wireless communication apparatus further in-
cludes means for setting up communication between the
first and second device based on the communication
from the RAN.
[0021] In another exemplary aspect, a computer pro-
gram product includes a computer-readable medium
comprising a first set of codes for causing a computer to
receive an origination message from a first device for
communication with a second device. The computer-
readable  medium further includes a second set of codes
for causing the computer to determine if the first device
and the second device are geographically proximate. The
computer-readable medium further includes a third set
of codes for causing the computer to determine if a femto
enabled device is geographically proximate to the first
and second device. The computer-readable medium fur-
ther includes a fourth set of codes for causing the com-
puter to perform a handoff for the first device to the femto
enabled device, if the first device, second device, and
femto enabled device are geographically proximate.
[0022] In another exemplary aspect, a computer prod-
uct program including a computer readable medium com-
prises a first set of codes for causing a computer to trans-
mit wireless femtocell communication. The computer
readable medium further comprises a second set of
codes for causing the computer to receive communica-
tion from an RAN regarding an origination from a first
device for communication with a second device. The
computer readable medium further comprises a third set
of codes for causing the computer to set up communica-
tion between the first and second device based on the
communication from the RAN.
[0023] In another examplary aspect, at least one proc-
essor configured to enable femtocell functionality, in-
cludes a first module for receiving an origination message
from a first device for communication with a second de-
vice. The at least one processor further includes a second
module for determining if the first device and the second
device are geographically proximate. The at least one
processor further includes a third module for determining
if a femto enabled device is geographically proximate to
the first and second device. The at least one processor
further includes a fourth module for performing a handoff
for the first device to the femto enabled device, if the first
device, second device, and femto enabled device are
geographically proximate.
[0024] In another exemplary aspect, at least one proc-
essor configured to enable femtocell functionality in-
cludes a first module for transmitting wireless femtocell
communication. The at least one processor further in-
cludes a second module for receiving communication

from an RAN regarding an origination from a first device
for communication with a second device. The at least
one processor further includes a third module for setting
up communication between the first and second device
based on the communication from the RAN.
[0025] In another exemplary aspect, a method for en-
abling adaptive coverage using a femto enabled device
includes detecting poor cellular coverage. The method
further includes connecting to an alternative wireless
backhaul. The method further includes transmitting a pilot
and common overhead channels. The method further in-
cludes receiving a first communication from a cellular mo-
bile device on a reverse link for forwarding via the alter-
native wireless backhaul. The method further includes
transmitting a second communication to the cellular mo-
bile device on a forward link, wherein the second com-
munication was received via the alternative wireless
backhaul.
[0026] In another exemplary aspect, a wireless com-
munication apparatus includes means for detecting poor
cellular coverage. The wireless communication appara-
tus further includes means for connecting to an alterna-
tive wireless backhaul. The wireless communication ap-
paratus further includes means for transmitting a pilot
and common overhead channels. The wireless commu-
nication apparatus further includes means for receiving
a first communication from a cellular mobile device on a
reverse link for forwarding via the alternative wireless
backhaul. The wireless communication apparatus further
includes means for transmitting a second communication
to the cellular mobile device on a forward link, wherein
the second communication was received via the alterna-
tive wireless backhaul.
[0027] In another exemplary aspect, a wireless com-
munication apparatus includes a detector for detecting
poor cellular coverage. The wireless communication ap-
paratus further includes a processor for connecting to an
alternative wireless backhaul. The wireless communica-
tion apparatus further includes a transmitter for transmit-
ting a pilot and common overhead channels. The wireless
communication apparatus further includes a receiver for
receiving a first communication from a cellular mobile
device on a reverse link for forwarding via the alternative
wireless backhaul. The wireless communication appara-
tus further includes the transmitter being configured to
transmit a second communication to the cellular mobile
device on a forward link, wherein the second communi-
cation was received via the alternative wireless backhaul.
[0028] In another exemplary aspect, a computer pro-
gram product comprises a computer-readable medium
that includes a first set of codes for causing the computer
to detect poor cellular  coverage. The computer-readable
medium further includes a second set of codes for caus-
ing the computer to connect to an alternative wireless
backhaul. The computer-readable medium further in-
cludes a third set of codes for causing the computer to
transmit a pilot and common overhead channels. The
computer-readable medium further includes a fourth set
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of codes for causing the computer to receive a first com-
munication from a cellular mobile device on a reverse
link for forwarding via the alternative wireless backhaul.
The computer-readable medium further includes a fifth
set of codes for causing the computer to transmit a sec-
ond communication to the cellular mobile device on a
forward link, wherein the second communication was re-
ceived via the alternative wireless backhaul.
[0029] In another exemplary aspect, at least one proc-
essor configured to enable adaptive coverage using a
femto enabled device includes a first module for detecting
poor cellular coverage. The at least one processor con-
figured to enable adaptive coverage using a femto ena-
bled device further comprises a second module for con-
necting to an alternative wireless backhaul. The at least
one processor configured to enable adaptive coverage
using a femto enabled device further comprises a third
module for transmitting a pilot and common overhead
channels. The at least one processor configured to en-
able adaptive coverage using a femto enabled device
further comprises a fourth module for receiving a first
communication from a cellular mobile device on a reverse
link for forwarding via the alternative wireless backhaul.
The at least one processor configured to enable adaptive
coverage using a femto enabled device further comprises
a fifth module for transmitting a second communication
to the cellular mobile device on a forward link, wherein
the second communication was received via the alterna-
tive wireless backhaul.
[0030] In another exemplary aspect, method for trans-
mitting position location information using a femto ena-
bled device includes obtaining position information of a
femto enabled device. The method further includes com-
municating the position information to a location deter-
mination entity. The method further includes transmitting
the location information of the femto enabled device to a
mobile device.
[0031] In another exemplary aspect, a wireless com-
munication apparatus includes means for obtaining po-
sition information of a femto enabled device. The wireless
communication apparatus further includes means for in-
cludes communicating the position information  to a lo-
cation determination entity. The wireless communication
apparatus further includes means for transmitting the lo-
cation information of the femto enabled device to a mobile
device.
In another aspect, a wireless communication apparatus
includes a position obtainer for obtaining a position of a
femto enabled device. The wireless communication ap-
paratus further includes a transmitter for communicating
location information of the femto enabled device to a lo-
cation determination entity. The wireless communication
apparatus further includes a transmitter for transmitting
the location information of the femto enabled device to a
mobile device.
[0032] In another exemplary aspect, a computer pro-
gram product comprises a computer-readable medium
that includes a first set of codes for causing the computer

to obtain position information of a femto enabled device.
The computer-readable medium further includes a sec-
ond set of codes for causing the computer to communi-
cate the position information to a location determination
entity. The computer-readable medium further includes
a third set of codes for causing the computer to transmit
the location information of the femto enabled device to a
mobile device
[0033] In another exemplary aspect, at least one proc-
essor configured to transmit position location information
using a femto enabled device includes a first module for
obtaining position information of a femto enabled device.
The at least one processor configured to transmit position
location information using a femto enabled device in-
cludes a second module for communicating the position
information to a location determination entity. The at least
one processor configured to transmit position location
information using a femto enabled device includes a third
module for transmitting the location information of the
femto enabled device to a mobile device. In another as-
pect, a method for determining position location using
pilot information received from a femto enabled device
includes receiving a pilot or overhead signal including
position information from a femto enabled device. The
method further includes transmitting the received posi-
tion information to a location determination entity. The
method further includes receiving a current position from
the location determination entity based at least in part on
the received signal from the femto enabled device.
[0034] In another exemplary aspect, a wireless com-
munication apparatus configured to determine position
location using pilot information received from a femto en-
abled device includes  means for receiving a pilot or over-
head signal including position information from a femto
enabled device. The apparatus further includes means
for transmitting the received position information to a lo-
cation determination entity. The apparatus further in-
cludes means for receiving a current position from the
location determination entity based at least in part on the
received signal from the femto enabled device.
[0035] In another exemplary aspect, a wireless com-
munication apparatus configured to determine position
location using pilot information received from a femto en-
abled device includes a receiver for receiving a pilot or
overhead signal including position information from a
femto enabled device. The apparatus further includes a
transmitter for transmitting the received position informa-
tion to a location determination entity. The apparatus fur-
ther includes a receiver for receiving a current position
from the location determination entity based at least in
part on the received signal from the femto enabled de-
vice.
[0036] In another exemplary aspect, a computer pro-
gram product includes a computer-readable medium
having a first set of codes for causing the computer to
receive a pilot or overhead signal including position in-
formation from a femto enabled device. The computer
readable medium further includes a second set of codes
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for causing the computer to transmit the received position
information to a location determination entity. The com-
puter readable medium further includes a third set of
codes for causing the computer to receive a current po-
sition from the location determination entity based at least
in part on the received signal from the femto enabled
device.
[0037] In another exemplary aspect, at least one proc-
essor configured to determine position location using a
femto enabled device includes a first module for receiving
a pilot or overhead signal including position information
from a femto enabled device. The at least one processor
further includes a second module for transmitting the re-
ceived position information to a location determination
entity. The at least one processor further includes a third
module for receiving a current position from the location
determination entity based at least in part on the received
signal from the femto enabled device.
[0038] In another exemplary aspect, a method for de-
termining position location using pilot information re-
ceived from a femto enabled device includes receiving a
pilot or overhead signal including position information
from a femto enabled device. The method further  in-
cludes calculating a position based at least in part on the
position information from the femto enabled device.
[0039] In another exemplary aspect, a wireless com-
munication apparatus configured to determine position
location using pilot information received from a femto en-
abled device includes means for receiving a pilot or over-
head signal including position information from a femto
enabled device. The apparatus further includes means
for calculating a position based at least in part on the
position information from the femto enabled device.
[0040] In another exemplary aspect, a wireless com-
munication apparatus configured to determine position
location using pilot information received from a femto en-
abled device includes a receiver for receiving a pilot or
overhead signal including position information from a
femto enabled device. The apparatus further includes a
processor for calculating a position based at least in part
on the position information from the femto enabled de-
vice.
[0041] In another exemplary aspect, a computer pro-
gram product includes a computer-readable medium
having a first set of codes for causing the computer to
receive a pilot or overhead signal including position in-
formation from a femto enabled device. The computer
readable medium further includes a second set of codes
for causing the computer to calculate a position based
at least in part on the position information from the femto
enabled device.
[0042] In another exemplary aspect, at least one proc-
essor configured to determine position location using a
femto enabled device includes a first module for receiving
a pilot or overhead signal including position information
from a femto enabled device. The at least one processor
further includes a second module for calculating a posi-
tion based at least in part on the position information from

the femto enabled device.
[0043] To the accomplishment of the foregoing and re-
lated ends, the one or more aspects comprise the fea-
tures hereinafter fully described and particularly pointed
out in the claims. The following description and the an-
nexed drawings set forth in detail certain illustrative fea-
tures of the one or more exemplary aspects. These fea-
tures are indicative however, of but a few of the various
ways in which the principles of various exemplary as-
pects may be employed, and this description is intended
to include all such exemplary aspects and their equiva-
lents.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0044] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary wireless com-
munication system.
[0045] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary communication
system to enable deployment of access point base sta-
tions within a network environment.
[0046] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary diagram of com-
ponents in a femto enabled device.
[0047] FIG. 4 illustrates a system that enables femto-
cell functionality in a wireless communications environ-
ment.
[0048] FIG. 5 illustrates a call flow example for a non-
femto enabled device that communicates with a femto
enabled device.
[0049] FIG. 6 illustrates a method for a non-femto en-
abled device calling another non-femto enabled device
in a similar geographic area for femto-enabled peer-to-
peer communications.
[0050] FIG. 7 illustrates a method for creating a local
mobile network utilizing a femto enabled device.
[0051] FIG. 8 illustrates another method for adaptive
coverage enhancement in accordance with the aspects
presented herein.
[0052] FIG. 9 illustrates an example system of a wire-
less communications apparatus that enables femtocell
functionality.
[0053] FIG. 10 illustrates an example system of a wire-
less communication apparatus.
[0054] FIG. 11 illustrates an example system of a wire-
less communication apparatus that provides a local mo-
bile network.
[0055] FIG. 12 illustrates an example system of a wire-
less communication apparatus that enables adaptive
coverage using a femto enabled device.
[0056] FIG. 13 illustrates an example system of a wire-
less communication apparatus for determining position
location using a femto enabled device.
[0057] FIG. 14 illustrates an example system of a using
a femto enabled device to determine a position.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0058] Various aspects are now described with refer-
ence to the drawings. In the following description, for pur-
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poses of explanation, numerous specific details are set
forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of one
or more aspects. It may be evident, however, that such
aspect(s) may be practiced without these specific details.
In other instances, well-known structures and devices
are shown in block diagram form in order to facilitate de-
scribing these aspects.
[0059] As used in this application, the terms "compo-
nent", "module", "system", and the like are intended to
refer to a computer-related entity, either hardware,
firmware, a combination of hardware and software, soft-
ware, or software in execution. For example, a compo-
nent may be, but is not limited to being, a process running
on a processor, a processor, an object, an executable,
a thread of execution, a program, and/or a computer. By
way of illustration, both an application running on a com-
puting device and the computing device can be a com-
ponent. One or more components can reside within a
process and/or thread of execution and a component
may be localized on one computer and/or distributed be-
tween two or more computers. In addition, these compo-
nents can execute from various computer readable me-
dia having various data structures stored thereon. The
components may communicate by way of local and/or
remote processes such as in accordance with a signal
having one or more data packets (e.g., data from one
component interacting with another component in a local
system, distributed system, and/or across a network such
as the Internet with other systems by way of the signal).
[0060] Furthermore, various aspects are described
herein in connection with a mobile device. A mobile de-
vice can also be called, and may contain some or all of
the functionality of a system, subscriber unit, subscriber
station, mobile station, mobile, wireless terminal, device,
remote station, remote terminal, access terminal, user
terminal, terminal, wireless communication device, wire-
less communication apparatus, user agent, user device,
or user equipment (UE). A mobile device can be a cellular
telephone, a cellular mobile device, a cordless telephone,
a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) phone, a smart phone,
a wireless local loop (WLL) station, a personal digital as-
sistant (PDA), a laptop, a handheld communication de-
vice, a handheld computing device, a satellite radio, a
wireless modem card and/or another processing device
for communicating over a wireless system. Moreover,
various aspects are described herein  in connection with
a base station. A base station may be utilized for com-
municating with wireless terminal(s) and can also be
called, and may contain some or all of the functionality
of, an access point, Node B, or some other network entity.
[0061] Various aspects or features will be presented
in terms of systems that may include a number of devices,
components, modules, and the like. It is to be understood
and appreciated that the various systems may include
additional devices, components, modules, etc. and/or
may not include all of the devices, components, modules
etc. discussed in connection with the figures. A combi-
nation of these approaches may also be used.

[0062] The word "exemplary" is used herein to mean
"serving as an example, instance, or illustration." Any
embodiment described herein as "exemplary" is not nec-
essarily to be construed as preferred or advantageous
over other embodiments. The techniques described
herein may be used for various wireless communication
networks such as Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)
networks, Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) net-
works, Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) net-
works, Orthogonal FDMA (OFDMA) networks, Single-
Carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA) networks, etc. The terms "net-
works" and "systems" are often used interchangeably. A
CDMA network may implement a radio technology such
as Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA),
cdma2000, etc. UTRA includes Wideband-CDMA (W-
CDMA) and Low Chip Rate (LCR). cdma2000 covers IS-
2000, IS-95 and IS-856 standards. A TDMA network may
implement a radio technology such as Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM). An OFDMA network
may implement a radio technology such as Evolved
UTRA (E-UTRA), IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.16, IEEE
802.20, Flash-OFDM®, etc. UTRA, E-UTRA, and GSM
are part of Universal Mobile Telecommunication System
(UMTS). Long Term Evolution (LTE) is an upcoming re-
lease of UMTS that uses E-UTRA. UTRA, E-UTRA,
GSM, UMTS and LTE are described in documents from
an organization named "3rd Generation Partnership
Project" (3GPP). cdma2000 is described in documents
from an organization named "3rd Generation Partnership
Project 2" (3GPP2). These various radio technologies
and standards are known in the art.
[0063] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary wireless com-
munication system 100 configured to support a number
of users, in which various disclosed aspects may  be
implemented. As shown in FIG. 1, by way of example,
system 100 provides communication for multiple cells
102, such as, for example, macro cells 102a-102g, with
each cell being serviced by a corresponding access point
(AP) 104 (such as APs 104a-104g). Each cell may be
further divided into one or more sectors. Various access
terminals (ATs) 106, including ATs 106a-106k, also
known interchangeably as user equipment (UE) or mo-
bile stations, are dispersed throughout the system. Each
AT 106 may communicate with one or more APs 104 on
a forward link (FL) and/or a reverse link (RL) at a given
moment, depending upon whether the AT is active and
whether it is in soft handoff, for example. The wireless
communication system 100 may provide service over a
large geographic region, for example, macro cells 102a-
102g may cover a few blocks in a neighborhood.
[0064] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary communication
system to enable mobile femtocell functionality within a
network environment. As shown in FIG. 2, the system
200 includes one or more user equipment (UE) 220 and
211, each illustrated as being in a corresponding femto
enabled small scale network environment 230. It should
be noted that any number of UEs may be within the femto
enabled small scale network environment 230. Further,
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in this example, UE 220 may be in communication with
both the femto enabled small scale network environment
230 and a macro access cell 102, such as a base station
associated with a cellular network, whereas UE 211 may
be in communication with the femto enabled small scale
network environment 230 but is outside of the coverage
the macro access cell 102. The UEs 220 and 211 may
be a legacy UE or Femto-enabled UE. A femto enabled
mobile (FEM) device 210 creates the femto enabled
small scale network environment 230, which occupies a
geographic area, wherein, in this aspect, UEs 220 and
211 are positioned in the geographic area. As will be
discussed in further detail below, FEM 210 and the femto
enabled small scale network environment 230 enables
local communications between UEs within network en-
vironment 230 via FEM 210, and/or enables communi-
cations via FEM 210 between a UE within network envi-
ronment 230 and a macro access cell 102. The femto
enabled small scale network environment 230 may be
within or overlap the macro access cell 102, although it
will have a smaller scale than the macro access cell 102.
Additionally, it should be noted that no wireline or back-
haul is required for the FEM 210 to create the  femto
enabled small scale network environment 230, thereby
enabling femto enabled small scale network environment
230 to be very dynamic.
[0065] Although aspects described herein use 3GPP
terminology, it is to be understood that the aspects may
be applied to 3GPP (Re199, Re15, Re16, Re17, Re18,
Re19) technology, as well as 3GPP2 (1xRTT, 1xEV-DO
Re10, RevA, RevB) technology and other known and re-
lated technologies. In such aspects described herein, the
owner of the FEM 210 and the owner of the UE 220 may
subscribe to mobile service, such as, for example, 3G
mobile service, offered through the mobile operator core
network 250, and the UE 220 may be capable to operate
both in macro cellular environment and in femto enabled
small scale network environment. Thus, the FEM 210 is
backward compatible with any existing UE 220 and any
existing network 250.
[0066] Furthermore, in addition to macro cell 102 ac-
cess to the macro cell mobile network 250, the UE 220
can be served by a predetermined number of FEMs 210,
for example the FEM 210 that generates the femto ena-
bled small scale environment 230 within with the UE is
operating. In some aspects, UE 220 may be in a soft
handover state with the macro network 250 while in com-
munication with FEM 210. In other words, in some as-
pects, the UE 220 can communicate with the macro net-
work 250 and the FEM 210. In some aspects, which
should not be construed as limiting, as long as the UE
220 is authorized to communicate with the FEM 210 and
has a connection with a sufficient quality, it may be de-
sired that the UE 220 communicate only with the asso-
ciated FEM 210. For example, if UE wants to communi-
cate with another UE in the same femto enabled small
scale network environment 230, such communication
may be serviced via the FEM 210 rather than via the

macro network 250.
[0067] FIG. 3 illustrates exemplary components within
a femto enabled mobile (FEM) device 210. The FEM 210
includes a cell site modem (CSM) component 301, which
includes hardware, software and instructions to enable
FEM 210 to act as a base station, and a mobile station
modem (MSM) component 302 to enable FEM 210 to act
as a mobile station or UE. For example, CSM component
301 may include network-side, inter-base station com-
munication protocols, whereas MSM component 302
may include mobile air interface protocols. Further, the
CSM component 301 includes a first receiver component
303, such as receive chain hardware and software and
an antenna, configured to receive communication from
a radio access network (RAN) 102 via a  forward link,
and a first transmitter component 304, such as transmit
chain hardware and software and an antenna, configured
to transmit communication to the RAN via a reverse link.
The communication between CSM 301 and the RAN is
via the inter-base station communication protocols. Ad-
ditionally, first transmitter component 304 of CSM 301
additionally enables sending communications to or more
UEs, such as UE 220, via a forward link, while first re-
ceiver component 304 additionally enables receipt of
communication from one or more UEs via a reverse link.
The communication between the CSM 301 and UE 220
is via the mobile air interface protocols such that FEM
210 appears as a base station to other UEs. Also, the
MSM component 302 includes a second receiver com-
ponent 306, such as receive chain hardware and soft-
ware and an antenna, configured to receive communica-
tion from RAN 102 via a forward link. The MSM compo-
nent 302 also includes a second transmitter component
305, such as transmit chain hardware and software and
an antenna, configured to transmit communication to the
RAN via a reverse link. The communication between
MSM 302 and the RAN 102 is via the mobile air interface
protocols such that FEM 210 appears as another mobile
station or UE to the RAN 102.
[0068] Thus, the FEM can establish and/or maintain a
communication link with a mobile device on which it trans-
mit a forward link communication to the mobile device
and receive reverse link communication from the mobile
device. The FEM may act as an ordinary mobile device
and establish and/or maintain a communication link with
a RAN on which it receives forward link communication
from the RAN and transmits reverse link communication
to the RAN.
[0069] Accordingly, in one aspect, using CSM 301 to
act as a base station, the FEM 210 may be operable to
enable communications between UE 211 and/or UE 220
and RAN 102. For example, if UE 211 is out of range of
RAN 102 but within range of FEM 210, FEM 210 acts as
a bridge to RAN 102 for UE 211. Further, using CSM 301
acting as a base station, the FEM 210 may be operable
to enable communications between two or more UEs,
such as UE 211 and UE 220, within the femto enabled
small scale network environment of FEM 210. The FEM
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210 may also broadcast information within the femto en-
abled small scale network environment 230. The infor-
mation may include content locally stored at the FEM
such as media, pictures, songs, etc. The information may
include content obtained at the FEM such as a temper-
ature measurement, an audio  recording, a webcam type
recording, among others. The information may also in-
clude content and/or broadcasts received via a cellular
network. For example, the content may include informa-
tion received via a MediaFlo™ type broadcast. For ex-
ample, the FEM may receive satellite or digital television
broadcasts and rebroadcasting the information. In some
aspects, the FEM may not need to transmit the informa-
tion in the same format in which it is received at the FEM,
but may instead convert the information into a format
acceptable for use on the devices within the femto ena-
bled small scale network environment 230.
[0070] FIG. 4 illustrates a system 400 that enables fem-
tocell functionality in a wireless communications environ-
ment. "Femtocell" is a term generally used for a base
station having a relatively small coverage area, such as
corresponding to a user’s (e.g., subscriber’s) residence
or place of business, for providing cellular service within
a home or business environment. For example, one or
more femtocells may be used to provide radio coverage
within a building, such as in a location where macro cell
access signals are not able to penetrate or have a weak
signal strength. Femtocells usually employ radio access
network (RAN) functionality (e.g., base transceiver sys-
tem (BTS), base station controller (BSC), packet data
serving node (PDSN), or other network elements) and
provide service to a limited number of users. Femtocells
can be connected to the Internet and the cellular opera-
tor’s network through a DSL router, cable modem, or by
other techniques.
[0071] In accordance with some aspects, a mobile ter-
minal that is capable of cellular communications with a
base station (e.g., macrocell, picocells or femtocell) is
enabled with radio access network (RAN) functionality
similar to a femtocell, such mobile devices are referred
to herein as Femto Enabled Mobiles (FEM), femtocell
enabled mobiles, or attocells. For example, a mobile ter-
minal can include a Mobile Station Modem (MSM) chipset
and a Cell Site Modem (CSM) chipset and associated
software to support base station types of operation.
Among other things, such base station types of operation
include over the air transmission on a forward link band
and reception of data on a reverse link band. Different
applications can be enabled for non-femto enabled de-
vices (also referred to herein as legacy terminals) in the
same network through femto enabled mobiles, as the
FEM looks like any other base station to the legacy ter-
minal. Further details relating to this are explained below.
[0072] If a subset of mobile terminals in a macro net-
work are equipped with femtocell functionality (femtocell
enabled mobiles), new applications can be enabled for
mobile units in the vicinity of the FEM, including legacy
mobiles that do not include femtocell functionality.

Among other things, these new applications may include
femto-enabled peer-to-peer communication, Local Mo-
bile Networks (e.g., for public safety or group activity),
open access femtocells without a backhaul requirement,
adaptive coverage enhancement, enhanced position lo-
cation determination, and/or local broadcast of media.
As will be explained in further detail below, these new
applications can be enabled for legacy terminals (LM)
(e.g., non-femtocell enabled mobiles) with the assistance
of femtocell enabled mobiles (FEM).
[0073] In further detail, referring to FIG. 4, system 400
includes a wireless communications apparatus 402 that
is shown to be in communication with a multitude of de-
vices. These devices are labeled as mobile device1 404,
mobile device2 406, and mobile deviceN 408, where N is
an integer. Mobile devices 404, 406, and 408 can be
devices that are femto enabled, non-femto enabled, or
combinations thereof (e.g., some devices are femto en-
abled while other devices are non-femto enabled). For
example, wireless communication apparatus 402 and
mobile devices 404, 406 and 408 may be computer de-
vices including a memory storing applications executable
by a processor to enable various device functionality,
such as communications with other devices via a com-
munications module having transmit and receive com-
ponents operable to interface directly with other devices
or with a wired or wireless communication network.
[0074] Included in wireless communication apparatus
3402 is a receiver 410 that is configured to receive a
communication origination request from a mobile device,
such as mobile device1 404 (which will be referred to
herein as sender device 404). The origination request
indicates that sender device 404 desires to establish
communication with another mobile device, such as a
destination device 408. A proximity detection module 412
is configured to evaluate the capabilities of destination
device 408 to determine whether destination device 408
is femto enabled or non-femto enabled. For example,
proximity detection module 412 may include one or any
combination of hardware, software, code, instructions,
firmware, algorithms, data, etc., operable to perform the
functionality described herein. Detection module 414 is
also configured to  determine if sender device 404 is in
the same vicinity (e.g., sector) as destination device 408.
Sender device 404 can be either non-femto enabled or
femto enabled.
[0075] If destination device 408 is femto enabled and
both devices (sender 404 and destination 408) are in the
same vicinity, a transmitter 414 sends a page to desti-
nation device 408 to set up the communication (e.g., En-
hanced Channel Assignment Message (ECAM), Service
Connect Message (SCM) are sent). A reverse link (RL)
user code of sender device 404 is sent by transmitter 414
to destination device 408 with a request for destination
device 408 to search for sender device 404 on an uplink
or reverse link (RL).
[0076] A RL measurement (Ecp) reported by destina-
tion device 408 is received at receiver 410. Based in part
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on this report, proximity detection module 412 can deter-
mine that both devices 404, 408 are close together and
should start a femto-enabled peer-to-peer session. A for-
ward link (FL) pseudorandom noise (PN) offset and des-
ignated frequency fFEM, which are to be used in the femto-
enabled peer-to-peer communication, are sent to desti-
nation device 408 by transmitter 414. Destination device
408 can perform self-calibration on the designated fre-
quency fFEM and begin transmitting pilot and overhead
on the frequency. The terms pilot and overhead channels
as used herein include, among others, pilot, paging,
broadcast, and synchronizations channels Wireless
communication apparatus 402 can perform inter-fre-
quency handoff for sender device 404 to the designated
frequency fFEM. As such, a femto-enabled peer-to-peer
communication session can be started by sender device
404.
[0077] In accordance with some aspects, if the sender
device 404 and the destination device 408 are both non-
femto enabled and/or for open access femtocells without
the requirement of a backhaul, after receiving the call
origination request and determining the devices 404, 408
are in the same vicinity, a communication can be sent by
transmitter 414 requesting femto enabled devices in the
communications environment to transmit pilots and com-
mon overhead channels on frequency fFEM at designated
PN offsets. A request for pilot measurements from both
devices 404, 408 on the designated frequency fFEM can
also be requested.
[0078] A call setup module 316 reviews the reported
signal strength. For example, call setup module 416 may
include one or any combination of hardware, software,
code, instructions, firmware, algorithms, data, etc., op-
erable to perform the functionality described herein. If
both devices 404, 408 report strong signal strength from
a femto-enabled  device, e.g., a femto enabled device in
the sector, represented by mobile device2 406 having a
FEM module 418, call setup module 416 chooses that
femto-enabled device 406 as the "hub" for femto-enabled
peer-to-peer communication. FEM module 418 includes
a forward link (FL) transmit (Tx) function that enables
FEM 406 to transmit communications to other mobile de-
vices on the FL. Also, FEM module 418 includes a re-
verse link (RL) receive (Rx) function that enables FEM
306 to receive communications from other mobile devic-
es. Accordingly, FEM 406 is able to establish a first FL
and a first RL with wireless communication apparatus
402, such as an access point, or with a first mobile com-
munication device, and a second FL and a second RL
with a second mobile communication device, thereby en-
abling FEM 406 to be a serving sector for other mobile
devices. For example, in some aspects, FEM module
418 may include a mobile station modem (MSM) to en-
able the mobile station functionality, and a cell site mo-
dem (CSM) to enable the base station-like functionality.
As such, FEM module 418 may include one or any com-
bination of hardware, software, code, instructions,
firmware, algorithms, data, etc., operable to perform the

functionality described herein, which enables FEM 306
to be perceived as a base station by other mobile devices,
and to perform base station-like functionality, thereby de-
fining a femto-enabled mobile.
[0079] Based on the determination of call setup module
416, transmitter 414 sends a page to the femto-enabled
device 306 and sets up the call. The femto-enabled de-
vice 406 performs self calibration on the designated fre-
quency fFEM and starts transmitting pilot and overhead
on frequency fFEM. Wireless communications apparatus
402 performs inter-frequency handoff for non-femto en-
abled devices to the designated frequency fFEM. The non-
femto enabled devices 404, 408 acquire the femto-ena-
bled device 406 on the forward link and a femto-enabled
peer-to-peer communication session is started between
the non- femto-enabled devices 404, 408.
[0080] In accordance with some aspects, a femto-en-
abled device can create a local mobile network for emer-
gency applications, team building, or other group events.
The femto-enabled device can transmit pilot and com-
mon overhead channels to advertise the mobile network
and can accept registration requests to collect a list of
users. Thus, the femto-enabled device can enable com-
munication between mobiles in the same  geographical
area and/or broadcast emergency messages to mobiles
in the same geographical area.
[0081] According to some aspects, a femto enabled
device can be enabled with wireless backhaul capability
so that if the device is in poor macro coverage, the femto
enabled device can provide coverage for non-femto en-
abled devices by activating its (the femto enable device’s)
functionality. In this situation, the femto enabled device
detects that macro coverage is poor, connects to alter-
native wireless backhaul, and enables femto functional-
ity.
[0082] A femto enabled device can enhance position
location determination in accordance with some aspects.
Forward link pilot measurements from femto enabled de-
vices can be utilized to improve position location esti-
mates of mobiles. A femto enabled device with reliable
location information can transmit pilots and common
overhead channels on designated frequencies. Mobiles
in the vicinity of the femto enabled device(s) can detect
the pilot and common overhead channel signal from the
femto enabled device. Given the GPS location informa-
tion of the femto enabled devices, mobiles in poor GPS
coverage can improve their position location estimates
utilizing the pilot and common overhead channels from
the femto enabled device as part of their triangulation
algorithm.
[0083] The following will describe some use cases and
technical details for operation in accordance with the var-
ious aspects presented herein. In the remainder of this
detailed description, aspects relating to 3G technologies
(CDMA2000, 1xEV-DO, WCDMA, HSPA+) will be de-
scribed, however, other technologies can be utilized.
Since femto enabled mobiles (FEMs) can potentially cre-
ate interference for other mobiles in the vicinity, for this
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discussion it will be assumed that some frequencies are
allocated (e.g. dedicated) for femtocell enabled mobiles
(e.g., fFEM) so that interference created to macrocell mo-
biles can be mitigated.
[0084] Various aspects will be presented herein with
respect to femto-enabled peer-to-peer communication
applications between 3G mobiles with the assistance of
FEMs in a network. An advantage of this type of operation
is that none of the system resources (e.g., airlink, channel
elements, backhaul) of the macrocell system are used.
Additionally, applications apply to legacy mobiles without
requiring any changes in standards or implementation
for legacy mobiles. For the purpose of discussion, mobile
users in the cellular network are classified into two
groups: (1) Femto enabled mobiles (FEMS); and (2) Leg-
acy mobiles without femtocell functionality (LM) or non-
femto enabled devices. Different scenarios will be de-
scribed depending on the parties involved in femto-ena-
bled peer to peer communication (e.g., LM, FEM). For
each use case, the operation is described to enable fem-
to-enabled peer-to-peer communication between mo-
biles.
[0085] FIG. 5 illustrates a call flow example 500 for a
Legacy Mobile (LM) device 502 that communicates with
a Femto Enabled Mobile (FEM) 504. The communication
can be, for example, a voice call in 1xRTT mobiles. In
the illustrated scenario, LM 502 calls the FEM 504, which
are in the same geographical area for femto-enabled
peer-to-peer application.
[0086] A call is initiated by LM 502 and intended for
FEM 504. A call origination message is sent from LM 502
destined for another mobile and is received by a RAN
506, which accepts the call request from LM 502 (e.g.,
ECAM, SCM are sent). Among other things, RAN 506
may be a cellular base station such as a macrocell. The
RAN may then determine whether LM 502 and the des-
tination mobile are geographically proximate, or in the
same vicinity. The RAN 506 may also determine whether
a femto enabled device is in the vicinity. For example,
the RAN 506 determines that the destination mobile 504
is femto enabled and is in the same vicinity (e.g., sector
and so forth) as LM 502 (for this case scenario). The
geographic proximity may be determined in any of a
number of ways. Among others, proximity may be deter-
mined based on location information, such as may be
obtained through the use of satellite-based GPS func-
tions, through the use of terrestrial network-based loca-
tion information (e.g. via cellular base station signal tim-
ing), by determining that the FEM and LM are within cov-
erage of the same base station, by determining that the
FEM and LM are within a proximity threshold of one an-
other based on their respective location information,
wherein the proximity threshold may be configurable de-
pending on the carrier, geographic or network area, de-
vices involved, etc., or the RAN 506 may obtain the ge-
ographic proximity or threshold determination from an-
other entity.
[0087] Once general proximity has been determined,

such as by determining that both the FEM and LM are
within the range of the same RAN, further information
may also be gathered regarding the level of proximity of
the FEM and LM. For example, the  FEM may be instruct-
ed to transmit a pilot signal and common overhead chan-
nels that are received by the LM and reported to the RAN.
Then, the RAN determines whether to use the FEM to
establish a femto-enabled peer to peer application based
on the report from the LM.
[0088] RAN 506 pages the FEM 404 and sets up the
call (e.g., ECAM, SCM are sent).
[0089] Aspects may include a FEM and RAN struc-
tured to establish a femto-enabled peer to peer applica-
tion based on these elements. After determining that the
LM 502 and the FEM 504 are in the same vicinity, the
RAN 506 may perform a handoff of the LM 502 to the
FEM 504.
[0090] Additionally, aspects may include any of the fol-
lowing elements. The RAN 506 may communicate a re-
verse link (RL) user code of the LM 502 to the FEM 504
and requests that the FEM 504 search for the particular
user (e.g., LM 502) on the uplink (UL), also referred to
as the reverse link (RL).
[0091] The FEM 504 may report an RL measurement
(Ecp) to RAN 506. Based on the FEM report, the RAN
506 determines that the mobiles (LM 502 and FEM 504)
are close to each other and should start the femto-ena-
bled peer-to-peer session. The RAN 506 may indicate
the FL PN offset and designed frequency fFEM to FEM
504 that is to be used in femto-enabled peer-to-peer com-
munication. In accordance with some aspects, an optimal
PN offset and designated frequency fFEM assignment can
be performed based on measurements performed by
FEM 504.
[0092] The FEM 504 may perform a self calibration on
designed frequency fFEM. For example, the FEM adjusts
a FL transmit power and uplink noise figure. A goal can
be to mitigate the interference impact to other mobiles.
An RL Ecp measurement from LM 502 and RAN FL pilot
and common overhead channel measurements can be
utilized to assist in self calibration.
[0093] The FEM 504 starts transmitting pilot and over-
head on frequency fFEM. The RAN 506 performs inter-
frequency handoff for LM 502 to designated frequency
fFEM (e.g., general handoff direction message is sent).
The LM 502 acquires FEM 504 on FL and femto-enabled
peer-to-peer communication session is initiated.
[0094] Thus, no additional changes are necessary for
communication with legacy mobiles. The FEM functions
similarly to a base station, and the legacy mobile com-
munications as if through a base station.
[0095] In accordance with some aspects, a femto en-
abled mobile (FEM) can initiate communication with an-
other femto enabled mobile (FEM) in a similar geographic
area for femto-enabled peer-to-peer communication.
This femto-enabled peer-to-peer communication can be
enabled by utilizing a similar operation as the operation
described above with reference to a legacy mobile (LM)
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that initiates communication with a femto enabled mobile.
[0096] Methodologies that can be implemented in ac-
cordance with various aspects will be better appreciated
with reference to the following flow charts. While, for pur-
poses of simplicity of explanation, the methodologies are
shown and described as a series of blocks, it is to be
understood and appreciated that the claimed subject
matter is not limited by the number or order of blocks, as
some blocks may occur in different orders and/or at sub-
stantially the same time with other blocks from what is
depicted and described herein. Moreover, not all illus-
trated blocks may be required to implement the method-
ologies described hereinafter. It is to be appreciated that
the functionality associated with the blocks may be im-
plemented by software, hardware, a combination thereof
or any other suitable means (e.g. device, system, proc-
ess, component). Additionally, it should be further appre-
ciated that the methodologies disclosed hereinafter and
throughout this specification are capable of being stored
on an article of manufacture to facilitate transporting and
transferring such methodologies to various devices.
Those skilled in the art will understand and appreciate
that a methodology could alternatively be represented
as a series of interrelated states or events, such as in a
state diagram.
[0097] Fig. 6 illustrates a method 600 for a legacy mo-
bile (LM) device calling another LM in a similar geograph-
ic area for femto-enabled peer-to-peer application. If a
FEM is also located in the geographic area, the FEM can
receive and transmit the communication between the two
LMs, similar to a RAN. Thus, the FEM is capable of func-
tioning as, for example, a base station between two LMs.
As with the above described application, no changes are
necessary for the LM, the LM communicates through the
FEM in the same manner as it would through an RAN.
At 602, a RAN receives a call origination request from a
LM. The RAN accepts the call request from the LM (e.g.,
ECAM, SCM are sent). At 604, the RAN determines that
the destination mobile is in the same vicinity (e.g., sector,
etc.) as the caller mobile.
[0098] The RAN discovers that one or more FEMs are
in the same area and, at 606, the RAN requests the FEMs
to transmit pilot and common overhead channels on fre-
quency fFEM at designated PN offsets. In accordance with
some aspects, the FEM users are provided an incentive
since there can be an impact to the device’s battery life
(e.g., FEMs can earn minutes for their "service", receive
an account credit, and so forth.).
[0099] At 608, the RAN requests pilot and common
overhead channel measurements from both LMs on the
designated frequency fFEM. If both LMs report a threshold
signal strength from a particular FEM on frequency fFEM,
the RAN chooses that particular FEM (from the one or
more FEMs) as the "hub" for femto-enabled peer-to-peer
communication. The selection of a particular FEM can
be reevaluated throughout the communication and
changed at any time.
[0100] The RAN pages the chosen FEM and sets up

the call, at 610. The FEM performs self calibration on the
designated frequency fFEM. For example, the FEM ad-
justs a FL transmit power and uplink noise figure, which
can mitigate the interference impact to other mobiles. RL
Ecp measurements from LMs and RAN FL pilot and com-
mon overhead channel measurements can be utilized to
assist in self calibration. The FEM starts transmitting pilot
and overhead on frequency fFEM.
[0101] At 612, the RAN performs inter-frequency hand-
off for LM to designated frequency fFEM. For example, a
general handoff direction message is sent. LMs acquire
FEM on FL and femto-enabled peer-to-peer communi-
cation session is initiated between the LMs.
[0102] In accordance with some aspects, open access
femtocells without a backhaul requirement operate in
substantially the same manner as that shown and de-
scribed with reference to Fig. 6. In accordance with this
aspect, low cost femtocells are located in high traffic ar-
eas with femto-enabled peer-to-peer traffic (e.g.,
schools, shopping malls, and so forth). These femtocells
can be plugged into a power supply (e.g., power outlet)
and do not need a backhaul. Legacy Mobile (LM) can
communicate with another LM in the same geographical
area for a femto-enabled peer-to-peer application.
[0103] The handoff of a call from an RAN to a FEM can
occur at various times. For example, when a call is orig-
inated, the RAN may cause the calling mobile to wait
while it is determined if the calling and destination mobiles
are in the same vicinity and if a FEM is also in the same
vicinity. The RAN may cause the calling mobile to wait
until a  handoff is made from the RAN to the FEM. Addi-
tionally, the RAN may first set up the call between the
calling mobile and the destination mobile and then hand-
off the communication to a FEM. For example, the prox-
imity determinations may be made during call set up and
after call set up. The RAN may handoff the communica-
tion to a more efficient call mode at any time during the
communication between the calling mobile and the des-
tination mobile.
[0104] In addition to proximity, the RAN may consider
additional factors. For example, the RAN may consider
the amount of traffic already managed by a FEM before
handing off a call to the FEM. The FEM, or a plurality of
FEMs in a geographic region, may have a limited set of
frequencies for transmission. The RAN may consider the
capability threshold and current load for the FEM, or the
plurality of FEMs in the geographic region, before hand-
ing off communication to the FEM, or one of the FEMs.
Among others, the RAN may consider signal strength,
the amount of traffic, the amount of frequencies available,
possible interference, the distribution that will provide the
highest data rate possible, and the distribution that will
maximize throughput. As discussed above, these deter-
minations may be made before the call is setup, or at any
time during the call.
[0105] In assigning a caller pair to a FEM, in order to
maximize the overall system throughput, may involve
considering the number of caller pairs served by the FEM
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as well as their current throughputs, not just a Signal to
Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR). For example, if too
many mobiles are served by a first FEM, new calls may
be assigned to other FEMs although calls may have a
better SNR from the first FEM. Once a mobile is assigned
to an FEM, the assignment may be kept throughout the
call, or mobiles may be re-assigned to different FEMs
based on changes in the signal quality (SNR) due to mo-
bility or due to the arrival or departure of other mobiles
in the system.
[0106] In assigning mobiles to different FEMs, different
optimization criteria may be used. One method may in-
clude maximizing the total, or cumulative, throughput of
all the mobiles in the system. Another method may in-
clude maximizing the minimum throughput a user obtains
in the system.
[0107] Whether maximizing the system throughput or
the maximizing the minimum throughput, the throughput
may be calculated over all possible assignments of caller
pairs to FEMs, and the best assignment is chosen. In
addition, for a sequential assignment, at every step, a
FEM is either turned ON to serve a caller pair, or a caller
pair is assigned to a FEM that is already ON, whichever
maximizes the desired parameter.
[0108] In performing a one-shot assignment for a small
number of caller pairs, the FEMs may be arranged in
order of decreasing common SINR they provide to the
caller pair under consideration, and the top two FEMs
may be considered for allocation. Additionally, when a
plurality of FEMs are located in a region, use of each of
the FEMs may be alternated. Among others, a time divi-
sion may be employed between FEMs, or a repetitive
alternating schedule, such as a round robin type sched-
ule, may be employed among the plurality of FEMs.
[0109] With reference now to Fig. 7, illustrated is a
method 700 for creating a local mobile network. The local
mobile network can be created by a FEM for emergency
applications (e.g., broadcast local emergency informa-
tion). In accordance with some aspects, a local mobile
network can be created for team building and/or group
events that are closed to others that are not to be included
in the group. The application may be used for groups in
remote locations, such as locations not covered by an-
other RAN. A local mobile network can also be created
for parties where media is shared as well as for other
purposes.
[0110] At 702, a FEM transmits pilot and common over-
head channels to advertise a mobile network. For emer-
gency applications, the pilots and common overhead
channels can be transmitted on all frequencies. For non-
emergency applications, the pilots and common over-
head channels can be transmitted on designated fFEM.
Then, users may select an option to join the advertised
mobile network. This selection sends a registration re-
quest to the FEM. For example, a use may push a button
to receive transmissions from the mobile network estab-
lished by the FEM. At 704, the FEM accepts registration
requests and collects a list of users. Communication be-

tween mobiles in a same geographic area is enabled, at
706. In accordance with some aspects, emergency mes-
sages can be broadcast to mobiles in the same geo-
graphic area.
[0111] Fig. 8 illustrates another method 800 for adap-
tive coverage enhancement. A FEM can be enabled with
wireless backhaul capacity (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth, and so
forth). When FEM is in a poor cellular coverage, femto
functionality is enabled to  provide coverage for LMs. As
with the above applications, the LM communicates as
though with an RAN. Thus, the FEM extends or improves
coverage for any LMs in the same geographic region by
providing access to alternative wireless backhaul for de-
vices that use cellular communication, but that cannot
access the alternative wireless backhaul on their own.
[0112] At 802, a FEM detects that cellular coverage is
poor (e.g., below a threshold value). This detection can
be based on various parameters (e.g., signal strength,
signal-to-noise ratio, and so forth). If the cellular coverage
is poor, at 804, the FEM connects to an alternative wire-
less backhaul (e.g., hotspot, campus WiFi network, home
WiFi network, and so on). At 806, the femto functionality
is enabled. Suchenablement can include starting to
transmit pilot, overhead, etc. on multiple frequencies.
LMs in the vicinity of the FEM can acquire the femtocell
and communicate with fFEM as their BTS.
[0113] In accordance with some aspects, enhanced
position location determination can be enabled by FEMs.
FL pilot and common overhead channel measurements
from FEMs can be utilized to improve position location
estimates of mobiles. According to this aspect, a FEM
with reliable location information (e.g., strong GPS sig-
nal) transmits a pilot and common overhead channels on
designated frequencies. Mobiles in the vicinity of FEMs
can detect the FEM pilot or common overhead channel
signal. Given the GPS location information of the trans-
mitting FEM, mobiles in the poor GPS coverage area can
improve their position location estimates using the FEM
pilot or common overhead channel as part of a triangu-
lation algorithm. The FEM can be used in combination
with other base stations to triangulate the location of other
mobiles. If the FEM is closer to the mobile that is attempt-
ing to determine its location, the FEM signal received by
the mobile will be more reliable because of its proximity.
The accuracy of the FEM signal will be more reliable not
only in signal strength, but also in timing. By more accu-
rately estimating the time of arrival of the FEM pilot signal,
the location determination of the mobile may be im-
proved. During this use, the FEM may be moving where-
as the other base stations are not. This can improve the
position location estimates of the other mobiles.
[0114] For example, the FEM may obtain or determine
its position. The FEM may then communicate its position
to a position/location determination entity. The FEM may
also transmit a pilot or common overhead signal. A mobile
device receiving the  transmitted pilot or overhead signal
from the FEM then uses the pilot or overhead information
in determining its own location. The determination may
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be made by the mobile device itself or by transmitting the
received information to the position/location determina-
tion entity that calculates the mobile device’s position and
sends the mobile device’s position to the mobile device.
[0115] FIG. 14 illustrates an exemplary variation where
a mobile device 1403 receives position information from
a number of sources. As noted above, the mobile device
may use the received position information and determine
its own location itself, or the mobile device may send the
received information to a location determination entity
1402 that determines the location of the mobile device
1403 and sends the location to the mobile device. Com-
munication between the location determination entity
1402 and the mobile device may be made via a base
station 1405. FIG. 14 illustrates that mobile device re-
ceives a signal useful for position determination, such as
a timing signal, and/or additional information, such as a
location of the signal transmitting device, from base sta-
tions 1404 and 1405 and from a femto enabled device
1401. Although only one FEM is illustrated, either of the
base stations 1404 and 1405 may also be replaced by a
FEM. Accordingly, mobile device 1403 is able to deter-
mine or obtain its own position based, at least in part, on
the position of FEM 1401.
[0116] In accordance with some aspects, local broad-
cast of broadcast media through FEMS is provided.
FEMs enabled with broadcast media functionality can
transmit media content to other mobile devices that are
within a similar geographic area. For example, a FEM
device is capable of receiving broadcast media, such as
the MediaFLO™ service from QUALCOMM, Inc. of San
Diego, California. The FEM establishes a communication
channel with other mobile devices in the vicinity that are
not broadcast media capable but are interested in receiv-
ing the content. In accordance with some aspects, an
application can be utilized for content selection from FEM
to legacy mobile. The FEM enabled with broadcast media
capability can transmit the requested media to the mo-
biles in the vicinity.
[0117] In accordance with the various aspects, if a sub-
set or fraction of mobile terminals in a macro network are
equipped with femtocell functionality (e.g., femtocell en-
able mobiles), new applications can be enabled for all
mobiles (including legacy mobile terminals). Such appli-
cations include, but are not limited to, femto-enabled
peer-to-peer communication, local mobile network (e.g.,
for public safety or group activity), open access femto-
cells without a backhaul requirement, adaptive coverage
enhancement, and/or enhanced position location deter-
mination.
[0118] With reference to FIG. 9, illustrated is a wireless
communication system 900 that enables femtocell func-
tionality. It is to be appreciated that system 900 is repre-
sented as including functional blocks, which can be func-
tional blocks that represent functions implemented by a
processor, software, or combination thereof (e.g.,
firmware). System 900 includes a logical grouping 902
of electrical components that can act in conjunction. For

instance, logical grouping 902 can include a module for
receiving an origination message from a first device for
communication with a second device 904; a module for
determining if the first device and the second device are
geographically proximate 906; a module for determining
if a femto enabled device is geographically proximate to
the first and second device 908; and a module for per-
forming a handoff for the first device to the femto enabled
device, if the first device, second device, and femto en-
abled device are geographically proximate 910.
[0119] Additionally, system 900 can include a memory
912 that retains instructions for executing functions as-
sociated with electrical components 904, 906, 908 and
910. While shown as being external to memory 912, it is
to be understood that one or more of electrical compo-
nents 904, 906, 908 and 910 can exist within memory
912.
[0120] FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary wireless com-
munications apparatus 1000. It is to be appreciated that
system 1000 is represented as including functional
blocks, which can be functional blocks that represent
functions implemented by a processor, software, or com-
bination thereof (e.g., firmware). System 1000 includes
a logical grouping 1002 of electrical components that can
act in conjunction. For instance, logical grouping 1002
can include a module for transmitting wireless femtocell
communication 1004; a module receiving communica-
tion from an RAN regarding an origination from a first
device for communication with a second device 1006;
and a module for setting up communication between the
first and second device based on the communication
from the RAN 1008. The wireless communication device
may further include a module for receiving communica-
tion from the first device 1010 and means for transmitting
the communication to the second device 1012.
[0121] Additionally, system 1000 can include a mem-
ory 1014 that retains instructions for executing functions
associated with electrical components 1004, 1006, 1008,
1010, and 1012. While shown as being external to mem-
ory 1014, it is to be understood that one or more of elec-
trical components 1004, 1006, 1008, 1010, and 1012 can
exist within memory 1014.
[0122] FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary wireless com-
munications apparatus 1100. It is to be appreciated that
system 1100 is represented as including functional
blocks, which can be functional blocks that represent
functions implemented by a processor, software, or com-
bination thereof (e.g., firmware). System 1100 includes
a logical grouping 1102 of electrical components that can
act in conjunction. For instance, logical grouping 1102
can include a module for transmitting a pilot and common
overhead channels from a first mobile device having a
mobile station modem (MSM) and a cell site modem
(CSM) 1104, and a module for establishing a communi-
cation link including at least one of transmitting commu-
nication on a forward link to a second mobile device and
receiving communication on a reverse link from the sec-
ond mobile device1108.
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[0123] Additionally, system 1100 can include a mem-
ory 1110 that retains instructions for executing functions
associated with electrical components 1104, 1108. While
shown as being external to memory 1110, it is to be un-
derstood that one or more of electrical components
1104and 1108 can exist within memory 1110.
[0124] FIG. 12 illustrates an exemplary wireless com-
munications apparatus 1200. It is to be appreciated that
system 1200 is represented as including functional
blocks, which can be functional blocks that represent
functions implemented by a processor, software, or com-
bination thereof (e.g., firmware). System 1200 includes
a logical grouping 1202 of electrical components that can
act in conjunction. For instance, logical grouping 1202
can include a module for detecting poor cellular coverage
1204, a module for connecting to an alternative wireless
backhaul 1206, a module for transmitting a pilot and com-
mon overhead channels 1208, and a module for receiving
a first communication from a cellular mobile device on a
first reverse link for forwarding via the alternative wireless
backhaul 1210, and a module for transmitting a second
communication to the cellular mobile device on a first
forward link, wherein the second communication was re-
ceived via the alternative wireless backhaul 1212.
[0125] Additionally, system 1200 can include a mem-
ory 1214 that retains instructions for executing functions
associated with electrical components 1204, 1206, 1208,
1210, and 1212. While shown as being external to mem-
ory 1214, it is to be understood that one or more of elec-
trical components 1204, 1206, 1208, 1210, and 1212 can
exist within memory 1214.
[0126] FIG. 13 illustrates an exemplary wireless com-
munications apparatus 1300. It is to be appreciated that
system 1300 is represented as including functional
blocks, which can be functional blocks that represent
functions implemented by a processor, software, or com-
bination thereof (e.g., firmware). System 1300 includes
a logical grouping 1302 of electrical components that can
act in conjunction. For instance, logical grouping 1302
can include a module for obtaining a location of a femto
enabled device 1304; a module for communicating the
location information to a location determination entity
1306; and a module for transmitting the location informa-
tion of the femto enabled device to a mobile device 1308.
[0127] Additionally, system 1300 can include a mem-
ory 1310 that retains instructions for executing functions
associated with electrical components 1304, 1306, and
1308. While shown as being external to memory 1310,
it is to be understood that one or more of electrical com-
ponents 1304, 1306, and 1308 can exist within memory
1310.
[0128] While the specification describes particular ex-
amples of the present aspects, those of ordinary skill can
devise variations of these aspects without departing from
the described concept. For example, the teachings here-
in refer to circuit-switched network elements but are
equally applicable to packet-switched domain network
elements.

[0129] Those skilled in the art will understand that in-
formation and signals may be represented using any of
a variety of different technologies and techniques. For
example, data, instructions, commands, information, sig-
nals, bits, symbols, and chips that may be referenced
throughout the above description may be represented by
voltages, currents, electromagnetic waves, magnetic
fields or particles, optical fields or particles, or any com-
bination thereof.
[0130] Those skilled in the art will further appreciate
that the various illustrative logical blocks, modules, cir-
cuits, methods and algorithms described in connection
with the examples disclosed herein may be implemented
as electronic hardware, computer software, or combina-
tions of both. To clearly illustrate this interchangeability
of  hardware and software, various illustrative compo-
nents, blocks, modules, circuits, methods and algorithms
have been described above generally in terms of their
functionality. Whether such functionality is implemented
as hardware or software depends upon the particular ap-
plication and design constraints imposed on the overall
system.
[0131] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules,
and circuits described in connection with the examples
disclosed herein may be implemented or performed with
a general purpose processor, a digital signal processor
(DSP), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC),
a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or other pro-
grammable logic device, discrete gate or transistor logic,
discrete hardware components, or any combination
thereof designed to perform the functions described
herein. A general-purpose processor may be a micro-
processor, but in the alternative, the processor may be
any conventional processor, controller, microcontroller,
or state machine. A processor may also be implemented
as a combination of computing devices, e.g., a combina-
tion of a DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality of micro-
processors, one or more microprocessors in conjunction
with a DSP core, or any other such configuration. Addi-
tionally, at least one processor may comprise one or more
modules operable to perform one or more of the steps
and/or actions described above.
[0132] The methods or algorithms described in con-
nection with the examples disclosed herein may be em-
bodied directly in hardware, in a software module exe-
cuted by a processor, or in a combination of the two. A
software module may reside in RAM memory, flash mem-
ory, ROM memory, EPROM memory, EEPROM memo-
ry, registers, hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-ROM, or
any other form of storage medium known in the art. A
storage medium may be coupled to the processor such
that the processor can read information from, and write
information to, the storage medium. In the alternative,
the storage medium may be integral to the processor.
The processor and the storage medium may reside in an
ASIC. Additionally, in some aspects, the steps and/or
actions of a method or algorithm may reside as one or
any combination or set of  codes and/or instructions on
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a machine readable medium and/or computer readable
medium, which may be incorporated into a computer pro-
gram product.
[0133] In one or more exemplary aspects the functions
described may be implemented in hardware, software,
firmware, or any combination thereof. If implemented in
software, the functions may be stored on or transmitted
over as one or more instructions or code on a computer-
readable medium. Computer-readable media includes
both computer storage media and communication media
including any medium that facilitates transfer of a com-
puter program from one place to another. A storage me-
dia may be any available media that can be accessed by
a computer. By way of example, and not limitation, such
computer-readable media can comprise RAM, ROM,
EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk storage, mag-
netic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or
any other medium that can be used to carry or store de-
sired program code in the form of instructions or data
structures and that can be accessed by a computer. Also,
any connection is properly termed a computer-readable
medium. For example, if the software is transmitted from
a website, server, or other remote source using a coaxial
cable, fiber optic cable, twisted pair, digital subscriber
line (DSL), or wireless technologies such as infrared, ra-
dio, and microwave, then the coaxial cable, fiber optic
cable, twisted pair, DSL, or wireless technologies such
as infrared, radio, and microwave are included in the def-
inition of medium. Disk and disc, as used herein, includes
compact disc (CD), laser disc, optical disc, digital versa-
tile disc (DVD), floppy disk and blu-ray disc where disks
usually reproduce data magnetically, while discs repro-
duce data optically with lasers. Combinations of the
above should also be included within the scope of com-
puter-readable media.
[0134] The previous description of the disclosed ex-
amples is provided to enable any person skilled in the
art to make or use the present invention. Various modi-
fications to these examples will be readily apparent to
those skilled in the art, and the generic principles defined
herein may be applied to other examples, the scope of
the invention being defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method (500) for creating a local mobile network,
comprising:

receiving by a first mobile device (504) a pseu-
dorandom noise offset and designated frequen-
cy from a Radio Access Network (506), RAN,
wherein the pseudorandom noise offset and
designated frequency assignment are based on
measurements performed by the first mobile de-
vice (504);
transmitting a pilot or common overhead chan-
nel on the designated frequency from the first

mobile device (504) having a mobile station mo-
dem, MSM, and a cell site modem, CSM;
and
establishing a first communication link including
at least one of transmitting forward link commu-
nication to a second mobile device (502) and
receiving a reverse link communication from the
second mobile device (502) via the first commu-
nication link.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

transmitting a pilot or common overhead chan-
nel from the mobile device (504) on a plurality
of frequencies.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

transmitting broadcast content on the forward
link from the first mobile device (504).

4. The method of claim 4, wherein the broadcast con-
tent is broadcast on a plurality of frequencies.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

accepting at least one registration request from
the second mobile device in response to the pilot
or common overhead channel.

6. The method of claim 1, further-comprising:

receiving forward link communication from the
RAN (506) on a second communication link.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

transmitting reverse link communication to the
RAN (506) on the second communication link.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the pilot beacon is
broadcast in order to determine geographic proxim-
ity to the second mobile device (502).

9. The method of claim 1, wherein establishing a first
communication link includes broadcasting content
from a local memory inside the femto enabled device
(504) to the second mobile device (502).

10. The method of claim 1, wherein establishing a first
communication link includes broadcasting informa-
tion obtained by the femto enabled device (504) to
the second mobile device (502).

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the information in-
cludes at least one of a temperature, content being
recorded by a speaker at the femto enabled device
(504); and content being recorded by a camera at
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the femto enabled device (504).

12. The method of claim 1, wherein establishing a first
communication link includes broadcasting content
received at the femto enabled device (504) via a cel-
lular network.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the content in-
cludes a television type broadcast.

14. A first mobile device (504) comprising:

means for receiving a pseudorandom noise off-
set and designated frequency from a Radio Ac-
cess Network (506), RAN, wherein the  pseu-
dorandom noise offset and designated frequen-
cy assignment are based on measurements per-
formed by the first mobile device (504);
means for transmitting a pilot or common over-
head channel on the designated frequency from
the first mobile device (504) having a mobile sta-
tion modem, MSM, and a cell site modem, CSM;
and
means for establishing a communication link in-
cluding at least one of transmitting forward com-
munication to a second mobile device (502) and
receiving reverse link communication from the
second mobile device (502) via the communica-
tion link.

15. A computer program comprising instructions that
when executed by a computer system associated
with a first mobile device causes the first mobile de-
vice to perform the method of any of claims 1 to 13.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren (500) zum Erstellen eines lokalen mobilen
Netzwerks aufweisend:

Empfangen durch ein erstes mobiles Gerät
(504) eines pseudozufälligen Rausch-Offsets
und festgelegter Frequenz von einem Funkzu-
gangsnetz (506), RAN, wobei das pseudozufäl-
lige Rausch-Offset und festgelegte Frequenz-
Zuweisung auf Messungen basieren, welche
durch das erste mobile Gerät (504) durchgeführt
werden;
Übermitteln eines Pilot- oder gemeinsamen
Overhead-Kanals auf der festgelegter Frequenz
von dem ersten mobilen Gerät (504) mit einem
Mobilstationsmodem, MSM, und einem Zell-
standortmodem, CSM;
und
Einrichten einer ersten Kommunikationsstrek-
ke, welche zumindest eines von Übermitteln von
Vorwärtsstrecken-Kommunikation an ein zwei-

tes mobiles Gerät (502) und Empfangen einer
Rückwärtsstrecken-Kommunikation von dem
zweiten mobilen Gerät (502) über die erste Kom-
munikationsstrecke beinhaltet.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin aufweisend:

Übermitteln eines Pilot- oder gemeinsamen
Overhead-Kanals von dem mobilen Gerät (504)
auf einer Vielzahl von Frequenzen.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin aufweisend:

Übermitteln von Broadcast-Inhalt auf dem For-
ward-Link von dem ersten mobilen Gerät (504).

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Broadcast-
Inhalt auf einer Vielzahl von Frequenzen übertragen
wird.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin aufweisend:

Akzeptieren zumindest einer Registrierungsan-
frage von dem zweiten mobilen Gerät als Ant-
wort auf den Pilot- oder gemeinsamen Over-
head-Kanal.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin aufweisend:

Empfangen von Forward-Link Kommunikation
von dem RAN (506) auf einer zweiten Kommu-
nikationsstrecke.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin aufweisend:

Übermitteln von Reverse-Link Kommunikation
an das RAN (506) auf der zweiten Kommunika-
tionsstrecke.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Pilot-Bea-
con, um geographische Nähe zu dem zweiten mo-
bilen Gerät (502) zu bestimmen, ausgesendet wird.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Einrichten
einer ersten Kommunikationsstrecke Aussenden
von Inhalt von einem lokalen Speicher innerhalb des
femto-befähigten Geräts (504) an das zweite mobile
Gerät (502) beinhaltet.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Einrichten
einer ersten Kommunikationsstrecke Aussenden
von Information, welche durch das femto-befähigten
Gerät (504) erhalten wurde, an das zweite mobile
Gerät (502) beinhaltet.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei die Information
zumindest eines von eine Temperatur, durch einen
Lautsprecher an dem femto-befähigten Gerät (504)
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aufgenommenen Inhalt und durch eine Kamera an
dem femto-befähigten Gerät (504) aufgenommenen
Inhalt beinhaltet.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Einrichten
einer ersten Kommunikationsstrecke Aussenden
von an dem femto-befähigten Gerät (504) über ein
Mobilfunknetz empfangenen Inhalt beinhaltet.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 12, wobei der Inhalt einen
fernsehartigen Broadcast beinhaltet.

14. Erstes mobiles Gerät (504) aufweisend:

Mittel zum Empfangen eines pseudozufälligen
Rausch-Offsets und festgelegter Frequenz von
einem Funkzugangsnetz (506), RAN, wobei das
pseudozufällige Rausch-Offset und festgelegte
Frequenz-Zuweisung auf Messungen basieren,
welche durch das erste mobile Gerät (504)
durchgeführt werden;
Mittel zum Übermitteln eines Pilot- oder gemein-
samen Overhead-Kanals auf der festgelegter
Frequenz von dem ersten mobilen Gerät (504)
mit einem Mobilstationsmodem, MSM, und ei-
nem Zellstandortmodem, CSM;
und
Mittel zum Einrichten einer ersten Kommunika-
tionsstrecke, welche zumindest eines von Über-
mitteln von Vorwärtsstrecken-Kommunikation
an ein zweites mobiles Gerät (502) und Emp-
fangen von Rückwärtsstrecken-Kommunikation
von dem zweiten mobilen Gerät (502) über die
erste Kommunikationsstrecke beinhaltet.

15. Computerprogram aufweisend Anweisungen wel-
ches, wenn das Computerprogramm durch ein mit
einem ersten mobilen Gerät assoziiertes Computer-
system ausgeführt wird, das erste mobile Gerät dazu
veranlasst, das Verfahren nach jedwedem von An-
sprüchen 1 bis 13 durchzuführen.

Revendications

1. Un procédé (500) de création d’un réseau mobile
local, comprenant :

la réception par un premier dispositif mobile
(504) d’un décalage de bruit pseudo-aléatoire
et d’une fréquence désignée en provenance
d’un réseau d’accès radio (506), RAN, le déca-
lage de bruit pseudo-aléatoire et l’attribution de
fréquence désignée étant basés sur des mesu-
res effectuées par le premier dispositif mobile
(504) ;
l’émission d’un pilote ou d’un canal de supervi-
sion commun sur la fréquence désignée à partir

du premier dispositif mobile (504) avec un mo-
dem de station mobile, MSM, et un modem de
site cellulaire, CSM ; et
l’établissement d’une première liaison de com-
munication comprenant au moins l’une d’entre
l’émission d’une communication de liaison aller
vers un second dispositif mobile (502) et la ré-
ception d’une communication de liaison retour
en provenance du second dispositif mobile
(502) via la première liaison de communication.

2. Le procédé de la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

l’émission d’un pilote ou d’un canal de supervi-
sion commun depuis le dispositif mobile (504)
sur une pluralité de fréquences.

3. Le procédé de la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

l’émission d’un contenu de multidiffusion sur la
liaison aller depuis le premier dispositif mobile
(504).

4. Le procédé de la revendication 4, dans lequel le con-
tenu de multidiffusion est multidiffusé sur une plura-
lité de fréquences.

5. Le procédé de la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

l’acceptation d’au moins une requête d’enregis-
trement depuis le second dispositif mobile en
réponse au pilote ou au canal de supervision
commun.

6. Le procédé de la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

la réception d’une communication de liaison al-
ler depuis le RAN (506) sur une seconde liaison
de communication.

7. Le procédé de la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

l’émission d’une communication de liaison re-
tour vers le RAN (506) sur la seconde liaison de
communication.

8. Le procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel la ba-
lise pilote fait l’objet d’une diffusion générale afin de
déterminer la proximité géographique par rapport au
second dispositif mobile (502).

9. Le procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel l’éta-
blissement d’une première liaison de communication
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comprend la diffusion générale d’un contenu depuis
une mémoire locale à l’intérieur du dispositif femto
activé (504) vers le second dispositif mobile (502).

10. Le procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel l’éta-
blissement d’une première liaison de communication
comprend la diffusion générale d’une information ob-
tenue par le dispositif femto activé (504) vers le se-
cond dispositif mobile (502).

11. Le procédé de la revendication 10, dans lequel l’in-
formation comprend au moins l’une d’entre une tem-
pérature, un contenu enregistré par un haut-parleur
du dispositif femto activé (504) et un contenu enre-
gistré par une caméra du dispositif femto activé
(504).

12. Le procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel l’éta-
blissement d’une première liaison de communication
comprend la diffusion générale du contenu reçu par
le dispositif femto activé (504) via un réseau cellu-
laire.

13. Le procédé de la revendication 12, dans lequel le
contenu comprend une diffusion générale de type
télévision.

14. Un premier dispositif mobile (504) comprenant :

des moyens de réception d’un décalage de bruit
pseudo-aléatoire et d’une fréquence désignée
en provenance d’un réseau d’accès radio (506),
RAN, le décalage de bruit pseudo-aléatoire et
l’attribution de fréquence désignée étant basés
sur des mesures effectuées par le premier dis-
positif mobile (504) ;
des moyens d’émission d’un pilote ou d’un canal
de supervision commun sur la fréquence dési-
gnée à partir du premier dispositif mobile (504)
avec un modem de station mobile, MSM, et un
modem de site cellulaire, CSM ; et
des moyens d’établissement d’une liaison de
communication comprenant au moins l’une
d’entre l’émission d’une communication de
liaison aller vers un second dispositif  mobile
(502) et la réception d’une communication de
liaison retour en provenance du second dispo-
sitif mobile (502) via la liaison de communica-
tion.

15. Un programme informatique comprenant des ins-
tructions qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées par un sys-
tème informatique associé à un premier dispositif
mobile, font en sorte que le premier dispositif mobile
mette en oeuvre le procédé de l’une des revendica-
tions 1 à 13.
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